Xulon Releases Book About A Strategic Response to the Evils of the World

H.A. Betty Anderson depicts the spiritual battle of today and unpacks God’s response to this topic.


The Generational Cry: Lord Let Our Lives Count portrays God’s strategic response to the intense spiritual battle for the souls of humankind by His Spirit and through His Word. Anderson presents this battle and focuses each chapter of the book on important keys to avoiding common pitfalls.

In the areas of media, government, religion, business, in families and entertainment, the overwhelming penetration of evil, hatred, and destruction are apparent. This book is about God’s response to hell’s agenda to steal, kill, and destroy from Christians and to prevent the reception of the Gospel message to the lost.

H.A. Betty Anderson is an international management consultant to teach people to recognize their potential and change their attitudes and behaviors that limit growth and success. She completed two Masters’ Degrees in Theology and Higher Education Leadership. Her life work has been in the areas of education, counseling, business consulting, pastoring, and ministering as a missionary internationally. The Generational Cry: Lord Let Our Lives Count is her first published book.

Xulon Press, a division of Salem Media Group, is the world’s largest Christian self-publisher, with more than 12,000 titles published to date. The Generational Cry: Lord Let Our Lives Count is available online through xulonpress.com/bookstore, amazon.com, and barnesandnoble.com.
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